Detect fraudulent IDs in seconds

Leverage the proven coverage of our patented and comprehensive ID Library

AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATION
- Uses images and patterns to identify ID type and Issuer

TEXT BASED TESTS
- MRZ Tests – check digits and field formats
- Cross Matching
- OCR, Barcode, Magnetic Stripe and RFID
- Date Checking – Birthdate, Expiration and Issue Date

IMAGE BASED TESTS
- Color/Grayscale response – color tests
- Physical Relationships between card elements
- Pattern Matching
- Presence/Absence (for all light sources)
- Security Feature Verification (Holograms/Patterns)

Reduce customer friction while staying focused on protecting your business with LexisNexis® LexisNexis® Risk Solutions.

For more information, visit risk.lexisnexis.com/FIM-EN